Recent discussions on alternative facts, fake news, and post truth politics have motivated research on creating technologies that allow people not only to access information, but also to assess the credibility of the information presented to them by information retrieval systems. Whereas technology is in place for filtering information according to relevance and/or credibility [15] , no single measure currently exists for evaluating the accuracy or precision (and more generally effectiveness) of both the relevance and the credibility of retrieved results. One obvious way of doing so is to measure relevance and credibility effectiveness separately, and then consolidate the two measures into one. There at least two problems with such an approach: (I) it is not certain that the same criteria are applied to the evaluation of both relevance and credibility (and applying different criteria introduces bias to the evaluation); (II) many more and richer measures exist for assessing relevance effectiveness than for assessing credibility effectiveness (hence risking further bias).
INTRODUCTION
Recent discussions on alternative facts, fake news, and post truth politics have motivated research on creating technologies that allow people, not only to access information, but also to assess the credibility of the information presented to them [8, 14] . In the broader area of information retrieval (IR), various methods for approximating [10, 23] or visualising [11, 17, 18, 21] information credibility have Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). ICTIR '17, October 1-4, 2017 , Amsterdam, Netherlands © 2017 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). ISBN 978-1-4503-4490-6/17/10. . . $15.00 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3121050.3121072 been presented, both stand-alone and in relation to relevance [15] . Collectively, these approaches can be seen as steps in the direction of building IR systems that retrieve information that is both relevant and credible. Given such a list of IR results, which are ranked decreasingly by both relevance and credibility, the question arises: how can we evaluate the quality of this ranked list?
One could measure retrieval effectiveness first, using any suitable existing relevance measure, such as NDCG or AP, and then measure separately credibility accuracy similarly, e.g. using the F-1 or the G-measure. This approach would output scores by two separate metrics 1 , which would need to somehow be consolidated or considered together when optimising system performance. In such a case, and depending on the choice of relevance and credibility measures, it would not be always certain that the same criteria are applied to the evaluation of both relevance and credibility. For instance, whereas the state of the art metrics in relevance evaluation treat relevance as graded and consider it in relation to the rank position of the retrieved documents (we discuss these in Section 2), no metrics exist that consider graded credibility accuracy in relation to rank position. Hence, using two separate metrics for relevance and credibility may, in practice, bias the overall evaluation process in favour of relevance, for which more thorough evaluation metrics exist.
To provide a more principled approach that obviates this bias, we present two new types of evaluation measures that are designed to measure the effectiveness of both relevance and credibility in ranked lists of retrieval results simultaneously and without bias in favour of either relevance or credibility. Our measures take as input a ranked list of documents, and assume that assessments (or their approximations) exist both for the relevance and for the credibility of each document. Given this information, our Type I measures define different ways of measuring the effectiveness of both relevance and credibility based on differences in the rank position of the retrieved documents with respect to their ideal rank position (when ranked only by relevance or credibility). Unlike Type I, our Type II measures operate directly on document scores of relevance and credibility, instead of rank positions. We evaluate our measures both axiomatically (in terms of their properties) and empirically on a small human-annotated dataset that we build specifically for the purposes of this work. We find that our measures are expressive and intuitive in their interpretation.
RELATED WORK
The aim of evaluation is to measure how well some method achieves its intended purpose. This allows to discover weaknesses in the given method, potentially leading to the development of improved approaches and generally more informed deployment decisions. For this reason, evaluation has been a strong driving force in IR, where, for instance, the literature of IR evaluation measures is rich and voluminous, spanning several decades. Generally speaking, relevance metrics for IR can be split into three high-level categories:
(i) earlier metrics, assuming binary relevance assessments; (ii) later metrics, considering graded relevance assessments, and (iii) more recent metrics, approximating relevance assessments from user clicks.
We overview some among the main developments in each of these categories next.
Binary relevance measures
Binary relevance metrics are numerous and widely used. Examples include:
Precision @ k (P@k): the proportion of retrieved documents that are relevant, up to and including position k in the ranking; Average Precision (AP): the average of (un-interpolated) precision values (proportion of retrieved documents that are relevant) at all ranks where relevant documents are found; Binary Preference (bPref): this is identical to AP except that bPref ignores non-assessed documents (whereas AP treats non-assessed documents as non-relevant). Because of this, bPref does not violate the completeness assumption, according to which "all relevant documents within a test collection have been identified and are present in the collection") [5] ; Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): the reciprocal of the position in the ranking of the first relevant document only; Recall: the proportion of relevant documents that are retrieved; F-score: the equally weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall.
Graded relevance measures
There exist noticeably fewer graded relevance metrics than binary ones. The two main graded relevance metrics are NDCG and ERR:
Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG): the cumulative gain a user obtains by examining the retrieval result up to a rank position, where the relevance scores of the retrieved documents are: ‚ accumulated over all the rank positions that are considered, ‚ discounted in order to devaluate late-retrieved documents, and ‚ normalised in relation to the maximum score that this metric can possibly yield on an ideal reranking of the same documents.
Two useful properties of NDCG are that it rewards retrieved documents according to both (i) their degree (or grade) of relevance, and (ii) their rank position. Put simply, this means that the more relevant a document is and the closer to the top it is ranked, the higher the NDCG score will be [12] . Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR): ERR operates on the same high-level idea as NDCG but differs from it in that it penalises documents that are shown below very relevant documents. That is, whereas NDCG makes the independence assumption that "a document in a given position has always the same gain and discount independently of the documents shown above it", ERR does not make this assumption, and, instead, considers (implicitly) the immediate context of each document in the ranking. In addition, instead of the discounting of NDCG, ERR approximates the expected reciprocal length of time that a user will take to find a relevant document. Thus, ERR can be seen as an extension of (the binary) MRR for graded relevance assessments [6] .
User click measures
The most recent type of evaluation measures are designed to operate, not on traditionally-constructed relevance assessments (defined by human assessors), but on approximations of relevance assessments from user clicks (actual or simulated). Most of these metrics have underlying user models, which capture how users interact with retrieval results. In this case, the quality of the evaluation measure is a direct function of the quality of its underlying user model [24] . The main advances in this area include the following:
Expected Browsing Utility (EBU): an evaluation measure whose underlying user click model has been tuned by observations over many thousands of real search sessions [24] ; Converting click models to evaluation measures: a general method for converting any click model into an evaluation metric [7] ; and Online evaluation: various different algorithms for interleaving [19] or multileaving [3, 4, 20] multiple initial ranked lists into a single combined ranking, and by approximating clicks (through user click models) on the resulting combined ranking, assigning credit (hence evaluating) the methods that produced each initial ranked list [9] .
In addition to the above three types of IR evaluation measures, there also exists further literature on IR measures that consider additional dimensions on top of relevance, such as query difficulty for instance [16] . To the best of our knowledge, none of these measures consider credibility. The closest to a credibility measure we could find is the work by Balakrishnan et al. [1] on source selection for deep web databases: their method considers the agreement between different sources in answering a query as an indication of the credibility of the sources. An adjusted version of this agreement is modeled as a graph with vertices representing sources. Given such a graph, the credibility (or quality) of each source is calculated as the stationary visit probability of a random walk on this graph.
The evaluation measures we present in Sections 4 -5 are the only ones, to our knowledge, that are designed to operate both on relevance and credibility. Beyond these two particular dimensions, reasoning more generally about different dimensions of effectiveness, the F-score, and its predecessor, van Rijsbergen's E-score [22] , are early examples of a single evaluation measure combining two different aspects, namely precision and recall. We return to this discussion in Section 5, where we present a variant of the F-score for aggregating relevance and credibility.
EVALUATION DESIDERATA
Given a ranked list of documents, the aim is to produce a measure that reflects how effective this ranking is with respect to both the relevance of these documents to some query and also the credibility of these documents (irrespective of a query).
There are at least two basic ways to produce such a metric: Either (I) gauge the difference in rank position(s) between an input ranking and "ideal" relevance and credibility rankings, or (II) employ relevance and credibility scores to gauge how well the input ranking reflects high versus low scores.
Note that while (II) is reminiscent of existing measures for relevance ranking, the fact that two distinct kinds of scores (relevance and credibility) -perhaps having different ranges and behaviour -must be combined may lead to further complications. Accordingly, in the remainder of the paper, we call measures Type I if they are based primarily on differences in rank position, and Type II if they are based primarily on relevance and credibility scores.
Regardless of whether it is Type I or Type II, we reason that any measure must be easily interpretable. Hence, its scores should be normalised between 0 and 1, where low scores should indicate poor rankings, and high scores should indicate good rankings. The extreme points (0 and 1) of the scale should preferably be attainable by particularly bad or particularly good rankings; as a minimum, if the ranking can be measured against an "ideal" ranking (as in, e.g. NDCG), the value 1 should be attainable by the ideal ranking.
In addition to the above, there also exist desiderata for evaluation measures that are more debatable (e.g., how the measure should act in case of identical ranking scores for distinct documents). Below, we list what we believe to be the most pertinent desiderata. The list encompasses desiderata tailored to evaluate measures that gauge ranking based on either rank position or on (relevance or credibility) scores. For the desiderata pertaining to rank position, we need the following ancillary definition:
Let D i be a document at rank i. We then define an error as any instance where ‚ either (a) the relevance of a document at rank i is greater than the relevance of a document at rank i´1, ‚ or (b) the credibility of a document at rank i is greater than the credibility of a document at rank i´1.
This assumes that documents are ranked decreasingly by relevance and credibility, i.e. that the "best" document occurs at the lowest (i.e. first) rank.
We define the following eight desiderata (referred to as D1-D8 henceforth):
D1 Larger errors should be penalised more than smaller errors; D2 Errors high in the ranking should be penalised more than errors low in ranking; D3 Let δ r be the difference in relevance score between D i and D i´1 when D i´1 is more relevant than D i . Similarly, let δ c be the difference in credibility score between D i and D i´1 when D i´1 is more credible than D i . Then, larger δ r and δ c values should imply larger error; D4 Ceteris paribus, a credibility error on documents of high relevance should be penalised more than a credibility error on documents of low relevance; D5 The metric should be well-defined even if all documents have identical ranking/credibility scores; D6 Scaling the document scores used to produce the ranking by some constant should not affect the metric; D7 If all documents have the same relevance score, the metric should function as a credibility metric; and vice versa; D8 We should be able to adjust (by some easily interpretable parameter) how much we wish to penalise low credibility with respect to low relevance, if at all.
Next, we present two types of evaluation measures of relevance and credibility that satisfy (wholly or partially) the above desiderata: Type I measures (Section 4) operate solely on the rank positions of documents; Type II measures (Section 5) operate solely on document scores.
TYPE I: RANK POSITION MEASURES
Given a ranking of documents that we want to evaluate (let us call this input ranking), we reason in terms of two additional ideal rankings: one by relevance only, and one by credibility only (the two ideal rankings are entirely independent of each other). So, for each document, we have:
(1) its rank position in the input ranking;
(2) its rank position in the ideal relevance ranking; and (3) its rank position in the ideal credibility ranking.
The basic idea is then to take each adjacent pair of documents in the input ranking, check for errors in the input ranking compared to the ideal relevance and separately the ideal credibility ranking, and aggregate those errors. We explain next how we do this.
Let D i be the rank position of document D in the input ranking. We then denote by R r Let the monus operator´be defined on non-negative real numbers by:
That is, a´b is simply subtraction as long as a ą b and otherwise just returns 0. Then, using the monus operator and the notation introduced above, we define a "relevance error" (ϵ r ) and a "credibility error" (ϵ c ) as:
In the above, i and i`1 are the rank positions of two documents in the input ranking. Given two such documents, a "relevance error" occurs iff the document that is ranked lower (at rank i) in the input ranking is ranked after the other document in the ideal relevance ranking. Otherwise, the error is zero. Similarly for the "credibility error". For example, if three documents A, B and C are ranked as C, A, B in the input ranking (i.e., D 1 " C, D 2 " A, D 3 " B), but ranked as R r " rA, B, Cs in an ideal relevance ranking, there are two relevance errors, namely
1´2 " 0. We use the above "relevance error" and "credibility error" to define the two evaluation measures, presented next.
Normalised Local Rank Error (NLRE)
Let n be the total number of documents in the ranked list. We define the Local Rank Error (LRE) evaluation measure as LRE " 0 if n " 1, and otherwise:
where ϵ r , ϵ c are the relevance error and credibility error defined in Equations 2 -3, and µ, ν are non-negative real numbers (with µ`ν ą 0) controlling how much we wish to penalise low relevance with respect to low credibility. For instance, a high ν weighs credibility more, whereas a high µ weighs relevance more. The reason for the term´µν inside the summation at the end is to ensure that the value of the LRE measure is zero if no error occurs. Because Equation 4 is large for bad rankings and small for good rankings, we invert and normalise it (Normalised LRE or NLRE) as follows:
where C LRE is the normalisation constant, defined as:
ensuring that LRE{C LRE ď 1. Note the "floor" function of the angular brackets above ř in Equation 6 , which rounds the contents of the brackets down to the next (lowest) integer.
The somewhat involved definition of C LRE is due to the fact that we wish the maximal possible error attainable (i.e., rankings that produce the largest possibly credibility and relevance errors) to correspond to a value of 1 for LRE{C LRE . Observe that N LRE is 1 if no errors of any kind occur (because, in that case, LRE is 0).
Our NLRE measure satisfies the desiderata presented in Section 3 as follows:
‚ D1 holds if we interpret error size as the size of the rank differences; ‚ D2 holds due to the discount factor of 1{ log 2 p1`iq; ‚ D3 is satisfied in the sense that larger differences in credibility or relevance ranks mean larger error; ‚ D4: The credibility error is scaled by the relevance error, if there is any (i.e., they are multiplied). If there is no relevance error, the credibility error is still strictly greater than zero; ‚ D5: The measure is well-defined in all cases; ‚ D6: No scores occur explicitly, only rankings, so scaling makes no difference; ‚ D7 is satisfied because if all documents have equal relevance, the relevance error will be zero. The resulting score will measure only credibility error. And vice versa; ‚ D8 is satisfied through µ and ν . We call NLRE a local measure because it is affected by differences in credibility and relevance between documents at each rank position in the input ranking. We present next a global evaluation metric that does not take such "local" effects at each rank into account (i.e., any differences in credibility and relevance between documents at rank i in the input ranking do not affect the global metric; only the total difference of credibility and relevance of the entire input ranking affects the global metric).
Normalised Global Rank Error (NGRE)
We define the Global Rank Error (GRE) evaluation measure as GRE " 0 if n " 1, and otherwise:
The notation is the same as for LRE. Similarly to LRE, we invert and normalise GRE, to produce its normalised version (NGRE) as follows:
where C GRE is the normalisation constant, defined as:
C GRE is chosen to ensure that GRE{C GRE ď 1 and that GRE{C GRE " 1 is possible iff the ranking has the maximal possible errors compared to both the ideal relevance and ideal credibility rankings. The square brackets above both ř s in Equation 9 also use the floor function, exactly like in Equation 6 .
As with NLRE, NGRE is 1 if no errors of any kind occur. In spite of the differences in computation, NGRE satisfies all eight desiderata for the same reasons given for NLRE.
The main intuitive difference between NLRE and NGRE is that in NGRE the credibility errors and relevance errors are cumulated separately, and then multiplied at the end. Thus, there is no immediate connection between credibility and relevance errors at the same rank (locally), hence we say that the metric is global.
The advantage of such a global versus local measure is that, in the global case, it is more straightforward to perform mathematical manipulations to achieve, e.g., normalisation, and easier to intuitively grasp what the measure means. The disadvantage is that local information is lost, and this may, in theory, lead to poorly performing measures. As the notion of "error" defined earlier is inherently a local phenomenon, the desiderata concerning errors are harder to satisfy formally for global measures.
TYPE II: DOCUMENT SCORE MEASURES
The two evaluation measures presented above (NLRE and NGRE) operate on the rank positions of documents. We now present three evaluation measures that operate, not on the rank positions of documents, but directly on document scores.
Normalised Weighted Cumulative Score (NWCS)
Given a ranking of documents that we wish to evaluate, let Z r piq denote the relevance score with respect to some query of the document ranked at position i, and let Z c piq denote the credibility score of the document ranked at position i. Then, we define the Weighted Cumulative Score (WCS) measure as:
where n is the total number of documents in the ranking list, and λ is a real number in r0, 1s controlling the impact of relevance versus credibility in the computation. We normalise WCS by dividing it by the value obtained by an "ideal" ranking maximizing the value of WCS (this is inspired by the normalisation of the NDCG evaluation measure [12] ):
where IWCS is the ideal WCS, i.e. the maximum WCS that can be obtained on an ideal ranking of the same documents. NWCS uses a simple weighted combination of relevance or credibility scores in the same manner as the metric NGRE, but is applicable directly to relevance or credibility scores (instead of ranking positions).
Our NWCS measure satisfies the following of the desiderata presented in Section 3:
‚ D1 is satisfied as both Z r and Z c occur linearly in WCS; ‚ D2 is satisfied due to the logarithmic discounting for increasing rank positions; ‚ D3 is satisfied by design as both Z r and Z c occur directly in the formula for WCS; ‚ D5 is satisfied as the measure is well-defined in all cases; ‚ D6 is satisfied due to normalization; ‚ D7 is satisfied because the contribution of the credibility scores (if all are equal) is just a constant in each term (and vice versa if relevance scores are all equal); ‚ D8 is satisfied due to the presence of λ. Of all desiderata, only D4 is not satisfied: there is no scaling of credibility errors based on relevance. Despite this, the advantage of NWCS is that it is interpretable in much the same way as NDCG.
The main idea of the next two measures is that any two separate measures of either relevance or credibility, but not both, can be combined into a single aggregating measure of relevance and credibility. We next present two such aggregating measures.
Convex aggregating measure (CAM)
We define the convex aggregating measure (CAM) of relevance and credibility as:
where M r and M c denote respectively any valid relevance and credibility evaluation measure, and λ is a real number in r0, 1s controlling the impact of the individual relevance or credibility measure in the overall computation. CAM is normalized if both M r and M c are normalised. Our CAM measure satisfies the following desiderata:
‚ D1 is satisfied for the same reasons as NWCS; ‚ D2 is not satisfied in general; ‚ D3 is satisfied for the same reasons as NWCS; ‚ D4 is not satisfied in general; ‚ D5 is satisfied for the same reasons as NWCS; ‚ D6 is not satisfied in general; it is satisfied if both M r and M c are scale-free; ‚ D7 is satisfied because the contribution of the credibility scores (if all are equal) is just a constant in each term (and vice versa if relevance scores are all equal); ‚ D8 is satisfied for the same reasons as NWCS. With respect to D2, D4, and D6 not being satisfied in general: The tradeoff in this case is that as CAM is just a convex combination of existing measures, the scores are readily interpretable by anyone able to interpret M r and M c scores.
Weighted harmonic mean aggregating
measure ( (WHAM) or "F -score for credibility and ranking")
We define the weighted harmonic mean aggregating measure (WHAM) as zero if either M r or M c is zero, and otherwise:
where the notation is the same as for CAM in Equation 12 above. WHAM is the weighted harmonic mean of M r and M c . Observe that if λ " 0.5, WHAM is simply the F-1 scores of M r and M c . Note that WHAM is normalized if both M r and M c are normalised.
Similar definitions of metrics can be made that use other averages. For example, one can use the weighted arithmetic and geometric means instead of the harmonic mean.
Our WHAM measure satisfies the following desiderata:
‚ D1 is satisfied for the same reasons as CAM; ‚ D2 is not satisfied in general; ‚ D3 is satisfied for the same reasons as CAM; ‚ D4 is not satisfied in general; ‚ D5 is satisfied for the same reasons as CAM; ‚ D6 is not satisfied in general; it is satisfied if both M r and M c are scale-free; ‚ D7 is satisfied for the same reasons as CAM; ‚ D8 is satisfied for the same reasons as CAM. The primary advantage of CAM and WHAM is that their definitions appeal to simple concepts already known to larger audiences (convex combinations and averages), and hence the measures are simple to state and interpret. The consequent disadvantage is that this simplicity comes at the cost of not satisfying all desiderata.
We next present an empirical evaluation of all our measures.
EVALUATION
There are two main approaches for evaluating evaluation measures: Axiomatic Define some general fundamental properties that a measure should adhere to, and then reflect on how many of these properties are satisfied by a new measure, and to what extent. Empirical Present a drawback of existing standard and accepted measures, and illustrate how a new measure addresses this. Ideally, the new measure should generally correlate well with the existing measures, except for the problematic cases, where it should perform better [13] . We have already conducted the axiomatic evaluation of our measures, having presented 8 fundamental properties they should adhere to (Desiderata in Section 3), and having subsequently discussed each of our measures in relation to these fundamental properties in Sections 4 -5. We now present the empirical evaluation. We first present our in-house dataset and experimental setup, and then our findings.
Empirical Evaluation
The goal is to determine how good our measures are at evaluating both relevance and credibility in ranked lists. We do this by comparing the scores of our measures to the scores of well-known relevance and separately credibility measures. This comparison is done on a small dataset that we create for the purposes of this work as follows 2 . We formulated 10 queries that we thought were likely to fetch results of various levels of credibility if submitted to a web search engine. These queries are shown in Table 1 . We then recruited 10 assessors (1 MSc student, 5 PhD students, 3 postdocs, and 1 assistant professor, all within Computer Science, but none Table 2 : Conversion of graded assessments to binary. The same conversion is applied to both relevance and credibility assessments.
Graded Binary 1 (not at all) 0 (not at all) 2 (marginally) 0 (not at all) 3 (medium) 1 (completely) 4 (completely) 1 (completely) working on this project; 1 female, 9 males). Assessors were asked to submit each query to Google, and to assign separately a score of relevance and a score of credibility to each of the top 5 results. Assessors were instructed to use the same graded scale of relevance and credibility shown in the first column of Table 2 .
Assessors were asked to use their own understanding of relevance and credibility, and not to let relevance affect their assessment of credibility, or vice versa (relevance and credibility were to be treated as unrelated aspects). Assessors were instructed that, if they did not understand a query, or if they were unsure about the credibility of a result, they should open a separate browser and try to gather more information on the topic. Assessors received a nominal reward for their effort.
Even though assessors used the same queries, the top 5 results retrieved from Google per query were not always identical. Consequently, we compute our measures separately on each assessed ranking, and we report the arithmetic average. For NLRE and NGRE, we set µ " ν " 0.5, meaning that relevance and credibility are weighted equally. Similarly, for NWCS, CAM, and WHAM, we set λ " 0.5.
As no measures of both relevance and credibility exist, we compare the score of our measures on the above dataset to the scores of:
‚ NDCG (for graded relevance), AP (for binary relevance); ‚ F-1, G-measure (for binary credibility).
F-1 was introduced in Section 2 for relevance. We use it here to assess credibility, by defining its constituent precision and recall in terms of true/false positives/negatives (as is standard in classification evaluation). The G-measure is the geometric mean of precision and recall, which are defined as for F-1.
To render our graded assessments binary (for AP, F-1, G-measure), we use the conversion shown in Table 2 . Table 3 displays the scores of all evaluation measures on our dataset. We see that relevance-only measures (NDCG, AP) give overall higher scores than credibility-only measures (F-1, G). It is not surprising to see such high NDCG and AP scores, considering that we assess only the top 5 ranks of Google. What is however interesting, is the comparatively lower scores of credibility (F-1 and G). This practically means that even the top ranks of a high-traffic web search engine like Google can be occupied by information that is not entirely credible (at least for this specially selected set of queries). Looking at our measures of evaluation and credibility, we see that they range from roughly 0.6 to 0.9. This coincides with the range between the score of credibility-only measures and relevance-only measures. All of our measures are strongly and positively correlated to NDCG, AP, F-1, and G (from Spearman's ρ = 0.79 for NDCG and F-1, up to ρ = 0.97 for NDCG and NLRE). Table 4 shows examples of high divergence between the relevance and credibility of the retrieved documents, for three of our measures (the scores of our remaining metrics can be easily deduced from the respective relevance-only and credibility-only scores, as our omitted measures -CAM and WHAM -aggregate the existing relevance-only and credibility-only metrics shown in Table 4 ). Note that, whereas we found several examples of max relevance and min credibility in our data, there were (understandably) significantly fewer examples of max credibility and min relevance (this distribution is reflected in Table 4 ). We see that NWCS gives higher scores for queries 2 and 4-10 than NLRE and NGRE. For the first five examples (of max relevance and min credibility), this is likely because NWCS does not satisfy D4, namely that credibility errors should be penalised more on high relevance versus low relevance documents. We also see that NGRE gives consistently lower scores than NLRE and NWCS. This is due to its global aspect discussed earlier: NGRE accumulates credibility and relevance errors separately and then multiplies them at the end, meaning that local errors in each rank do not impact as much the final score (unlike NLRE and NWCS, which are both local in that sense, the first using document ranks, the second using document scores).
Findings

CONCLUSIONS
The credibility of search results is important in many retrieval tasks, and should be, we reason, integrated into IR evaluation measures that are, as of now, targetting mostly relevance. We have presented several measures and types of measures that can be used to gauge the effectiveness of a ranking, taking into account both credibility and relevance. The measures are both axiomatically and empirically sound, the latter illustrated in a small user study.
There are at least two natural extensions of our approach: First, the combination of rankings based on different criteria goes beyond the combination of relevance and credibility, and several such combinations are used in practice based on different criteria (e.g., combinations of relevance and upvotes on social media sites); we believe that much of our work can be encompassed in more general approaches, suitably axiomatised, that do not necessarily have to satisfy the same desiderata as those of this paper (e.g., do not have to scale credibility error by relevance errors as in our D4). Second, while we have chosen to devise measures that are both theoretically principled and conceptually simple using simple criteria (satisfaction of desiderata, local versus global, amenable to principled interpretation), there are many more measures that can be defined within the same limits. For example, our Type II measures are primarily built on simple combinations of scores or pre-existing measures that can easily be understood by the community, but at the price that some desiderata are hard or impossible to satisfy; however, there is no theoretical reason why one could not create Type II measures that incorporate some of the ideas from Type I metrics. We intend to investigate these two extensions in the future, and invite the community to do so as well.
Lastly, while the notion of credibility, in particular in news media, is subject to intense public discussion, very few empirical studies exist that contain user preferences, credibility rankings, or information needs related to credibility. The small study included in this paper, while informative, is a very small step in this direction. We believe that future substantial discussion of practically relevant research involving credibility in information retrieval would greatly benefit from having access to larger-scale empirical user studies. 
